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Marles Alaimo

Grady Robertson ...

Daily Begins A.S. Candidate Interviews
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thetif are the
first two articles In a series ot seven
mclushe interslevis uith the candid.ttes tor the presidency ot the Associated Students (A.S.). Space limitations present the printing of the
entire inters its%

Marles Alaimo, current Associated
Students (A.S.I executive secretary,
is a candidate for the A.S presidency.
In the following exclusive interview
with Miss Alaimo, the Daily questioned
her on many aspects of her past activities in student government and her
current campaign.

ing he was one of the hest presidents
this school has ever had.
Miss Alabno: Yes I did. Most of the
things the council did were in the right
direction, but the tactics were the
things I objected to most stringently.
Dick Miner and I never saw eye to
eye politically. I didn’t like some of
the things he did, like suing Pres.
Clark. I felt the recall was a personal
vendetta. It was a publicity tactic on
Jeff Mullins’ part, It was a political
trick.
Daily: You have said this year’s
executives and council have helped
only a few students. What makes you
think you can help more students?
Mbis Alaimo: Mainly because of my
ticket. I consider myself a moderate
while Andy McDonald, an Indian, is
to the left of me. My treasurer is
from the fraternities, representing the
ultra-straight point of view.
Daily: What specific programs would
you itnmediately implement if you became A.S. president?
Milts Alaimo: First, we would have
an athletic program referendum, for
this is one of the greatest problems on
campus. We would like to take a poll
of the student body and get their
opinion as to what they want to have
done.
Daily: Do you feel athletics is your
first prime responsibility?
Mitia Alaitno: I think it’s one of the
prime responsibilities.
Daily: What is the prime responsibility?
Miss Alaimo: All of them are prime
responsibilities.
Daily: What would you do different (Continued on Page 8)

Daily: Why are you running for the
A.S. presidency?
Robertson: Because I’m very much
concerned with the state of education
in California and I think a new perspective is needed on student government. We need to realize its inherent
limitations and its possibilities. We
need to be very much aware that this
is an educational institution and not a
political institution.
Daily: What will you do as A.S.
president?
Robertson: I have a very good idea
what you can and cannot do in student government. First of all, realizing
that student government is a misnomer it’s not really a government,
it’s an agency for students it can
be effective. The first thing we’ll do
is to work for an effective representative system to do away with the meaningless class or division representation
system. We will base representation
on educational areas, through the departments and the schools. Here we
will have a truly representative stu-

dent government Also included in that
system will be various special interest
groups, such as dorm students, Spartan
City people, athletes, organizations, etc.
Daily: You were a leading supporter
and campaigner for the present student
government. Do you feel they did not
follow through with their promises?
Robertson: My disagreements with
the current government are more
along the lines of methodology rather
than goals. I think politically some of
the things they’ve done have been absolutely lethal, such as the treasurer
making political policy.
Daily: You don’t try to hide the fact
that you were convicted on a felony
charge fur embezzlement. Could you
explain that to us?
Robert/am: It’s not quite proper to
say I was convicted on a felony charge.
If I was convicted of alleged embezzlement, the sentence was probation. For
the period of probation, it remains to
be seen whether it will be a felony or
a misdemeanor. As far LIS the crime
goes, it’s one I didn’t commit. It was
simply a mistake made by the legal
system, a legal system that is making
quite a few mistakes nowadays because
it has the same ba.sic difficulties as
the educational system. It’s too small
to handle the case load that it does
and it’s much too impersonal.
Daily: After the liberal coalition
was formed last year, you were chosen
to run as vice president with Dick
Miner. Why didn’t you?
Robertson: I got very discouraged
in the campaign. I went to Sparta
Camp and I came back thinking love
was a political issue. I was wearing a
(Continued on Page 8)

Hopeful faculty
Discuss Issues
With Students

Candidates’ Angry Exchanges
Highhght Face-to-Face Meet

Grady Robet tson. 26-year-old New
College junior, is one of seven aspirants
for the presidency of the Associated
Students (A.S.).
In an exclusive Interview with the
Spartan Daily, Robertson reflected
some of his views on himself and on
campus politics.

Students seeking communication
with hopeful policy makers on campus
will have a chance today at a 12:30
p.m, rally on Seventh Street.
That’s when 22 faculty candidates
for eight vacant seats on Academic
Council have been invited by members
of the Associated Students (A.S.) to
expound on their educational philosophy, conception of student needs and
motivation in vying for the eight seats.
If it rains, the rally will be moved
to the lounge of Allen Hall, across
from the College Union on Ninth
Street.
Tentative plans for the rally organization provide for a seven minute
exposition by those of the 22 candidates there, followed by a question and
answer session between students and
faculty candidates.
This rally, organizers explained, will
permit students to enter into a direct
dialogue with people planning on making the policies and decisions regulating the campus and educational system.
Faculty members will vote for eight
of the 22 candidates tomorrow.

By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Campaign Writer
Angry exchanges and a planned
"svalkout" highlighted the first faceto-face meeting of A.S. presidential
aspirants Tuesday night at the Theta
Chi fraternity house.
Invited to speak to members of the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), who
represent close to 500 possible votes in
the upcoming election, seven of the
eight candidates appeared for the evening meeting.
Present were Marles Alaimo, Juan
Antu, Jim McMasters, Bill Langan,
Grady Robertson, Dave Aikman and
for long.
Jeff Mullins but not
IFC President Larry Lundberg announced that each candidate would be
allowed 10 minutes to make a statement and that after all were finished
the floor would he open for questions.
Miss Alaimo was first to speak. She
went through eight minutes of satirical
comment directed at her male opponents.
She concluded by stating, "I’m as

Dolly: At the beginning of last fall
you brought out various charges
against the present student administration. The gist of it was that your
position as executive secretary was bypassed, and that was unconstitutional.
Back in the fall of 1966 they weie
already discu.ssing eliminating some
positions from the A.S. government.
You ran unopposed and a lot of people
thought the executive secretary position was irrelevant in the first place.
Didn’t you expect this position to be
handled in this manner?
Miss Alaimo: Number one, I never
expected to run unopposed for that
office. I was under the delusion I was
going to be one of the first individuals
to make something out of this position. I found out four or five weeks
after the fall semester had begun that
many of the duties had been assigned
to other persons. I asked Dick (Miner)
what I could do to help him in any
way, and he said I didn’t fit the image.
I wasn’t part of the machine. Anyway,
I did try.
Daily: Did you have any indication
from talking to Miner before the election last year that your duties would
be curtailed?
Miss Alaimo: None whatsoever.
Daily: During the latest recall Miner
movement you supported Miner, claim-

American as apple pie and topless
dancing, so it all depends on what
you’re hungry for."
Second to speak was "dark horse"
candidate Jeff Mullins and it didn’t
take anyone present very long to
figure he had not come to woo votes.
Lashing out at the fraternity system
and the Greek tendency to support
conservative candidates, Mullins was
at his self-proclaimed fearsome, "muckraking" best.
The fact that he read his statement
from a prepared text did little to soften
the pointed jabs. Blasting one of his
opponents, SAM President Jim McMasters, Mullins concluded by saying,
"Go ahead and vote for McMasteis,
and while you’re at it, level all the
houses on llth Street and put up a
parking lot for the benefit of the rest
of the student body." With that, he
walked out announcing he would not
stay to answer any questions.
Following a walkout is no easy
chore. The task was undertaken by
McMasters, who, smiling all the time,

’Progressive’ Slate

Challenges Racism
By GARY PERGL
Daily Campaign VI’riter
"We are posing a challenge to the student laxly to
show good faith toward the minmity slate, to make a
place for ethnic minorities to learn and work within the
governing framework of this rnllege."
This is the challenge of the Progressive Student Coalition (PSC), whcae candidates have pledged "to break
institutionalized racism and alleviate the cultural starvation now existing at SJS."
Presidential aspirant Juan Antu, present. sophomore
representative to Student Council, said the PSC "plans
to act as a pressure force, personally going to bat for
the neglected areas of the campus -- foreign students,
Blacks, Chicanos and Orientals
in order to complement existing institutions that have worked primarily
for the White students."
Antu’s ticket is rounded out by vice presidential can "’"#,

’
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dictate Frank Kitchner, a penology major, and Dave
Iforiuchi, a sociology major and present graduate representative to Student Council, candidate for treasurer
Antu’s ticket puts a definite emphasis on achieving
a form of education through an understanding of other
cultures. "A lx-tter cultural exchange pmgram would
help to alleviate some of the stereotypes about minorities now persisting on this campus. A good deal of this
cultural exchange could be achieved through the establishment of an intercultural center which would be a
continuous poigram, not requiring special allocations,"
Antu said.
"The foreign students have already launched a drive
toward such a center, and they have the full backing
of the PSC."
Indicating that the new Title V measure passed by
the Board of Tru.stes gives them virtual veto power over
(Continued on Page 8)

refused to comment on Mullins’ attack.
He instead stressed the quality of his
team and their ability to handle the
complexities of student government.
His speech took less than four minutes
and he sat down to the applause of
the pro-McMasters gathering.
Next to "go before the lions" was
Grady Robertson. Speaking confidently without notes, he laid it on the
line for exactly 10 minutes. His lack
of a clear-cut program was made up
for by his manner of speaking. It was
evident that Robertson had done his
homework on how to handle an
audience.
Speaking boldly to the predominantly Greek audience, R.obertson said,
"I’m not going to try to tell you I
know what your problems are and that
I know how to solve them. I don’t!
What I will say is that I’m willing to
find out what they are and work with
you to solve them."
Cut short by the 10-minute time
limit, Robertson took his seat and
(Continued on Page 8)
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WINDY GUSTS sent skirts and curls flying for the "Swing into Spring"
fashion show presented by the Associated Women Students yesterday.
But models and audience both seemed to enjoy the experience. Models
Mary Yost (II representing the Panhellenic Council and Jo Lynn Zidar fr.)
representing Phi Upsilon Omicron wear matching bright flowered pants dress and bell-bottom pants out-fit provided by J. Silvers Department Store,
coordinators of the show.

Work-Study Budget
Gets Sharp Cutback
By JIM ALBANESE
Daily Staff Writer
The work-study program at SJS took
a sharp cut as the federal government
slashed about $206,000 from the college’s work-study funds last week. The
cut, to be extended over the next fiscal
year, will go into effect July 1.
The cut will reduce SJS’ grant for
the next year from $1,178,751 to
$971,885, according to Donald Ryan,
director of financial aids.
According to Ryan, federal workstudy funds are allocated to colleges
over two six-month periods during each
school year. The present six-month
period, the second of the 1968-69 year,
ends June 30.
It is possible, but highly unlikely,
that some of the money cut from the
fund may be restored when Congress
makes its appropriations for the second
six-month period of the 1969-70 school
year, he indicated.
"They (the government) just do not
have the money," Ryan noted. "Unless
there are additional Congressional allocations, I expect about the sazne
amount of money for the second six -

The Daily learned late last
night that the slate of John Prescott -Marvin shurnate-Dennis Prescott has heen disqualified for
execut Is e office candiditc), according to JoAnn King, chairman of
the Election Board, Grade point
ineligibility of the Ake president
and treasurer eandldates were the
reasons for disqualifications. John
Prescott, in a imminent to the
Daily last night, said "My slate
got busted." Ile did Indicate. however, that he aould run a% a %%rat,
in candidate for president.

month period, Jan. 1 through June 30,
1970." SJS is already guaranteed of
receiving approximately half of the
six months. Ryan expects this college
to receive a similar allocation for the
second six-month period.
The newly appropriated amount is
only 49 per cent of the $1,881,925
recommended for SJS during the next
year by the U.S. Office of Education’s
regional office in San Francisco.
As a result of the trimming, SJS
will be forced to cut back nearly 30
per cent of its work-study program,
which, according to Ryan, would aid
only 732 students as compared to the
nearly 1,000 now covered. Ryan also
stated that 65 off-campus agencies and
numerous SJS functions which cooperate in the program would be affected.

Women’s Week Dance
Tomorrow from Noon
To 3 p.m., Seventh St.
A carith al and (lance to climax the
Associated Women’s Students’ (AWS)
All Women’s Week
be held on
Seventh Street tomorrow from noon
to 3 p.m. featuring novelties, food and
an all -girl rock band.
Campus women’s organizations will
sell a selection of food and novelties
from booths in front of the Music
Building. Paper flowers, posters, stationary and bumper stickers are among
the items to be sold.
On the food menu arr apple turnovers, cupcakes, caramel apples, popeorn, frozen bananas, hot dogs and
drinks.

’Universal’ Ticket

Clergy’ Seek Election
By RAY GILES
DallY CamPaign Writer
John Prescott, 22-year-old social science major and a
"doctor of divinity" in the Universal Life Church, Inc.,
is campaigning for the Associated Students (A.S.)
idency.
Prescott and his two running mates, Marvin Shumate,
vice presidential candidate and Dennis (Duffy) Prescott
(John’s brother), treasurer a.spirant, are running on t.he
Universal Life Party IULP) ticket.
All three eandidates are ministers in the Unn’ersal
Life Church, Inc. They have received perdassion from
Dr. Kirby J. Hensley. founder of the ministerial producing Universal Life Church, Inc., to use the church’s
name in their campaign.
"Our program is a pretty radical pmgram," Prescott
admitted to the Daily. "We want to do things With a
litt le trust and understanding."

The primary question of this year’s campaign, Prescott, Shumate and Prescott believe, is the high cost of
living in the college area.
"I propose that the students organize as a unit," Prescott said. "go either directly to the state or to the city
of San Jose and push for low cost housing for both the
students and the people of the community."
Vice presidential hopeful Shumate. 21, proposes that
either private or public funds be used to build. low cost
hou.sing in the college community.
Prescott, Shumate and Prescott would, as A.S. offiCe114. alSO push for a student boycott of the local housing
and food retailers if they refuse to come down to what
Shumate termed, "reasonable rates and prices."
"But first we would go to the landlords and market
owners and apply pressure, like a community lobby. for
lower prices," presidential hoPeful Prescott explained.
(Continued on Page a)
.
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A UNITED CAMPUS COMMUNITY is the goal of the
Associated Students (A.S.) ticket led by present A.S.
Vice President Bill Langan (center). Also on the ticket
are Reggie Toren V.), candidate for treasurer, and John
Merl, the vice presidential aspirant. Langan, a 23 -yearold behavorial sciences major, has previously served
s junior representative on Student Council, being the

"THE GOOD GUYS" are vice presidential candidate
Robert Foss (left), presidential hopeful Jim McMasters
(center) and treasurer candidate Robert Kelley (right).
They will be vying, along with seven other executive
office tickets, for the top offices in the Associate Students general election set for next Tuesday and Wednesday, April 29 and 30. McMasters, an industrial man-

first successful write-in candidate in A.S. history. Merz
is current vice chairman of council, while having served
as both a sophomore and junior representative. Toren
is president of Alpha Phi Omega, a national service
fraternity. vice president of Allen Hall, and an InterDorm Council representative.

Middle-of-Roaders
Try To Understand

Langan Slate Urges
Student Involvement
(Continued from Page I)
vic-e fraternity; vice pretditent of Allen Hall; and InterDorm Council reprosetiiitii e.
"We run with 1301 Langan because we believe in his
7
itee«ittplishments atilt wish to continue to seek a progressive student government." ’I’oran sold.
The 15-point Langan campaign platform is headed by
plans for the establishment of an equal -representation
s udent-faculty academic assembly to reform SJS education.
Other planned programs include the development of a
week-end "Warehouse -type rock band ballroom area
in the new College Union, with a coffee house and 24 hour study ,nd lounge center; and all -school convocastudent problems.
tions to 4i
ii,
like to incorporate A.S. and re-

agement major and current president of the Society
for the Advancement of Management (SAM), has said
"Our political philosophy should not be classified in
either camp (right or left). We look at all issues as
diamonds; they have many sides, and the facets of
each must be brought into view."

structure Student Council, with student repiesentatives
elected by schools rather than class level.
In regard to housing, Langan has pledged to continue
ativ legal means available
legal aid for students;
tu break up the "monopob 01 ittc.it apai tment owners
who set area rent rates"; and %cork tor private development and teintxmary impnwentent of married student .
housing.
He plans to continue support of the Educational Opportunity Program, attempt to restore the marching
band, and assist the Athletic Department in the devel.
opment of a self-supporting sports program.
"I believe that here at SJS we can change our ensAronment where it needs changing and truly become
involved as legitimate contributors to the society around
us," Langan said.

(Continued from Page 1)
taken by the ticket is the platform stand on ROTC and
police science. Pledging support for "both of these career
opportunities," McMasters said, "They exist simply bee: cause students are interested in them. Both are completely voluntary and create two areas of irtvolvement.
For the same reason.s, we suptxmt the New College."
"The Good Guys" also support t.he Athletic Department and the marching band. Stating that the Athletic
Department has been the "whipping boy of the present
administration" and that SJS athletic teams are about
to take a giant step forward," McMasters commented,
"Student support of the Athletic Department now, will
repay greater dividends in the form of increase gate
receipts."
fi
Regarding the now-you-see-it -now-you-don’t marching

band, Me-Moslem said, "We fully support the marching
Mold and believe that a standard budget, including a
sinking fund for the depreciating uniforms is necessary,
The funding should be a triangular effort between the
state, the A.S. and the revenue that the band can raise."
McMasters’ 10-ixiint platform also includes pledges
of relief for Educational Opix)rtunity Progrtun students,
dorm-dwellers, intramural participants, and those who
are unable to find parking places.
For Student Council, McMasters proposes a number
of reforms, including the publishing of minutes and a
future agenda to keep students better informed.
The wide-open race will be settled, or narrowed, on
April 29 and 30, when the eight candidates face the
ters in the general election.

1

Retention, Tenure

Subcommittee To Meet
The five-member subcommittee to
the Philosophy Department’s Retention
and Tenure committee will meet tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in F0104.
The subcommittee composed of
philospohy majors and minors including Arnold Bojorques. freshman; Jerry
Brickenbach, junior; Eugene Frazier.
freshman; Robert Olson, senior: and
Paul Snyder. junior, will have full
debate and voting rights on the Retention and Tenure committee.

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
SACRAMENTO - About 75 Black,
White, and Mexican Americans yelling
"We Want Reagan" and "Power for
the People," entered Gov. Ronald Reagan’s outer office and staged a sit-in
yesterday to protest the governor’s
threatened veto of a $2 million antipoverty grant to finance War on
Poverty Projects in Sacramento.
-FT. ORD A former guard at the
San Francisco Presidio stockade, testifying for the defense yesterday at the
mutiny trial of 14 soldiers, said discipline was "almost nonexistent" in the
weeks pike’ to the demonstration and
that he felt many prisoners needed
mental help at that time.
WASHINGTON -- Former Secretary of the Navy Paul H. Nitze testified before the Senate Armed Services
Committee yesterday that if Congress
blocks Pres. Richard Nixon’s safeguard
missile defense system, U.S. negotiators
"may be up against extremely adverse
odds" in arms control talks with the
Soviet Union.
WASHINGTON -- Sen. Everett M.
Dirksen of Illinois predicted yesterday
that Pres Nixon’s proposals to combat
organized crime should prodnee "a
treMendous diminution in crime."

Dr. Arthur B. Cody, Philosophy Department chairman. said the Retention
and Tenure committee will be guided
in its actions by decisions of its student sub-conunittee.
The Retention and Tenure committee is composed of every tenured professor in the Philosophy Department,
according to Dr. Cody. ’This amounts
to about 10 now," Dr. Cody explained.
"The Retention and Tenure committee determines whether faculty members up for retention or tenure will be
granted it or not," Dr. Cody said.

Graduate Hopefuls
Offer Platforms
For A.S. Election
(Continued from Page 1)
funding campus groups and programs.
"Funds have filtered into many teapots and the truth has fallen into obscurity," he said. ’’l have a four point
program to serve as a check and balance on the funding of campus groups.
This is not to say that I want to cut
down on the allocation of funds; it is
to say that I guarantee that money
will be used for the purpose and by
the persons to whom it is allocated."
Other candidates in the race for
graduate representative seats are
Noreen Futter, Daryoush Mostofi,
Robbie Schnitzer, Geneno Stone, James
Walsh and Bob Willich.

Oriocci Tickets

Tickets for the Spartan Hord barbecue-hayride-danee Saturday at Coyote Ranch are now on sale in the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.
Cost for members will be $3 and for
non-members $3.
A car caravan will leave SJS at
5:30 p.m. Saturday and go to Coyote
Ranch, which is off Highway 101
South at the Metcalf Road exit.
The event will feature an all -you ran -eat barbecue, It horse-drawn flatbed hayricie, and dancing to taped
music in an old barn.

Whetmore s Stiff Bills
Curb Student Activity
SACRAMENTO IAP)
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved
yesterday two new measures designed
to punish campus troublemakers and
keep them from returning.
Both bills by Sen. James E. Whetmore (R-La Habra), were backed by
state college officials.
One measure would make it a misdemeanor for students as well as nonstudents to disrupt campuses. The
other would make it a misdemeanor
for a student already expelled, suspended or dismissed to return to the
campus. Gov, Ronald Reagan has made
a similar proposal.
"I think we’re really going too far,"
Sen. Anthony C. Beilenson (D-Beverly
Hills), said of the second bill, which
also was opposed by the California
Labor Federation.
Beilenson said the bill could apply
to sonteone coming on campus for no
other purpose than to attend a movie.

n
rrotesters

Stage Sit-In
gainst Anti-Poverty Veto

About 75
SACRAMENTO (AP)
people entered Gov. Ronald Reagan’s
outer office ancl staged a sit-in yesterday to protest the governor’s threatened veto of a $2 million anti-poverti
grant.
Reagan did not appear. His own office is separated from the outer reception area by locked doors and several other offices.
and
Black, White
The people
yelled "We want
Mexican-American
Reagan" and "Power to the People."
Some also shouted ob.seenities.
Two people rolled up pieces of paper
and lit them as torches. There was no
damage.
After about 20 minutes, the group

,nete-14 griep
Candidate’s Forum
Associated Students (A.S.) office candidates will speak in an open forurn
today at 7:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B. The forum, sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, is open to all students to meet and question candidates.

Black Films
Two films originally shown as part of the "Of Black America" CBS television series will be shown today at 12:30 p.m. in JC141. The protonm is
the first in a series of film.s sponsored by the Commission for Inter-Cultural
Education and Speech 196: "Prejudice and Communication."

Psychodrama
Sergio of the Human Institute will present a psychodrama tomorrow at
8 p.m. in Allen Ilall Formal Lounge. The Experimental College (ExCi is
sponsoring the psychodrama which is open to the college community.

Clothing Drive
The Kayclettes, a women’s service organization on campus, will hold a
clothing drive May 6 and 7. Collection boxes will be placed in the living
renters and a booth will be set up on Seventh street from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Clothing donated will be given to Concerned Residents and the Eastside
Redevelopment Project.

Camping Film
"Where the Grass is Greener Still," a creative film interpretation of
camping, will be shown today and tomorrow at II a.m. in PER 279. The
two-day showing Waren to all students and faculty interested in camping,
counseling, and outdoor or special education.

left and went to the west steps of the
Capitol Building for a rally. Then about
40 returned to the outer office. They,
too, began leaving.
Later, the young people crowded
around the entrance of the first floor
news conference room in the Capitol,
about 100 feet down the corridor from
Reagan’s outer office door.
Some chanted "Pig!" when Reagan,
accompanied by security men and staff
aides, moved down the corridor for his
news conference. The crowd stood
around the door while the conference
was under way.
They were protesting Reagan’s opposition to a $2 million grant to finance
War on Poverty projects in Sacramento. Reagan has authority to veto

these grants, although authorities in
Washington can overrule his veto.,
Federal officials in San Francisco
and War on Poverty officials in Sacramento have said the governor is’ opposed to the project and is likely to
veto it. Reagan has not yet announced
his decision.
Among the group were children from
a nearby poverty area elementary
srhool.

Minority Applicants
Sought by Hastings

The Departinent of Journalism and
Advertising at SJS, in cooperation with
Pischel Yearbooks, Inc., will sponsor
a Yearbook Workshop at SJS tomorrow.
Participants will be 285 high sthool
students, 20 advisers, and five :cotnpan), members from the central coast
area. The counties represented will be
Santa Clara, Alameda and San Mateo.
Presentations will include slides and
discussions on staff organizations, discussions on staff problems, financing
yearbooks, latest trends in covers,
themes and introductions, the better
use of color in yearbooks.
The workshop will begin at 9 a.m.
and end at 3:30 p.m. Professor Charles
Marshall, chairman of the Department
of Journalism and Advertising, will
give the opening speech. Other mdmbers from the department to participate will be Dr, Dwight Bentel, professor of journalism; Mrs. Dolores
Spurgeon, professor of journalism;
Clyde Lawrence, assistant professor of
advertising; Mrs. Irene Epstein, associate professor of journalism; and Lee
Squyres, senior public relations major
and public relations director for Spartan Daily.

Minority students are being actively
solicited by one of California’s oldest
and most prominent law schools. The
University of California, Hastings College of Law, has discarded the traditional admissions procedure.
Minority applicants will no longer
be evaluated on the combined merits
of undergraduate grade point averages
and law school admission test scores.
The accredited school of law is lorated in downtown San Francisco.
Resident fees are $150 per semester,
though subject to minor fluctuations.
More complete information may be
obtained by writing for the school’s
free. bulletin at: Hastings College of
the Law, 198 McAllister St., San Francisco 94120.
Financial assistance will be given to
minority students. In addition to a
$1500 yearly interest -free-until -graduation federal loan for those who
financially qualify, several minority
scholarships are being liberally
initiated,
Applications sent by minority students should be clearly marked as such
on the outside.

Workshop Offered
For High School
Yearbook Staffs
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. Marles Alaimo

Grady Robertson . . .

Daily Begins A.S. Candidate Interviews
Marles Alaimo, current Associated
Sttsients (A.S.) executive secretary,
is a candidate for the A.S. presidency.
In the following exclusive interview
with Miss Alaimo, the Daily questioned
her on many aspects of her past activities in student government and her
current campaign.

ing he was one of the best presidents
this school has ever had.
Alabno: Yes I did. Most of the
things the council did were in the right
direction, but the tactics were the
things I objected to most stringently.
Dick Miner and I never SIM eye to
eye politically. I didn’t like some of
the things he (lid, like suing Pres.
Clark. I felt the recall was a personal
vendetta. It vvas a publicity tactic on
Jeff Mullins’ part. It wits a political
trick.
Daily: You have said this year’s
executives and council have helped
only a few students. What makes you
think you can help more students?
Miss Alaimo: Mainly becau.se of my
ticket. I consider myself a moderate
while Andy McDonald, an Indian, is
to the left of me. My treasurer is
from the fraternities, representing the
ultra -straight point of view.
Daily: What specific programa would
you immediately implement if you became A.S. president?
Mbis Aia’
: First, we would have
an athletic program mferendum, for
this is one of the greatest problems on
campus. We would like to take a poll
of the student body and get their
opinion as to what they want to have
done.
Dally: Do you feel athletics is your
first prime responsibility?
Miss Alaimo: I think it’s one of the
prime responsibilities.
Daily: What is the prime responsibility?
Miss Alaimo: All of them are prime
responsibilities.
Daily: What would you do different (Continued on Page 6)

Daily: Why are you running for the
A.S. presidency?
Robertson: Because I’m very much
concerned with the state of education
in California and I think a new perspective is needed on student government. We need to realize its Inherent
limitations and its possibilities. We
need to be very much aware that this
is an educational institution and not a
political institution.
Daily: What will you do ati A.S.
president?
Robertson: I have a very good idea
what you can and cannot do in student government. First of all, realizing
that student government is a misreally a goverment,
nomer it’s not
can
it’s an agency for students it
be effective. The first thing we’ll do
is to work for an effective representative system to do away with the meaningless class or division representation
system. We will base representation
on educational areas, through the departments and the schools. Here we
will have a truly representative stu-

dent government Also included in that
system will be various special interest
groups, such as dorm students, Spartan
City people, athletes, organizations, etc.
DaUy: You were a leading supporter
and campaigner for the present student
government. Do you feel they did not
follow through with their promises?
Itihertson: My disagreements with
the current government are more
along the lines of methcxIology rather
than goals. I think politically some of
the things they’ve (lone have been absolutely lethal, such as the treasurer
making political policy.
Daily: You don’t try to hide the fact
that you were convicted on a felony
charge fur embezzlement. Could you
explain that to us?
Robertson: It’s not quite pmper to
say I was convicted on a felony charge.
If I was convicted of alleged embezzlement, the sentence was probation, For
the period of probation, it remains to
be seen whether it will be a felony or
a misdemeanor. As far as the crime
goes, it’s one I didn’t commit. It was
simply a mistake made by the legal
system, a legal system that is making
quite a few mistakes nowadays because
it has the same ba.sic difficulties as
the educatiunal system. It’s too small
to handle the case load that it does
and it’s much too impersonal.
Daily: After the liberal coalition
was formed last year, you were chosen
to run as vice president with Dick
Miner. Why didn’t you?
Robertson: I got very discouraged
in the campaign. I went to Sparta
Camp and I came back thinking love
was a political issue. I was wearing a
(Continued on Page 6)

Hopeful faculty
Discuss Issues
With Students

Candidates’ Angry Exchanges
Highhght Face-to-Face Meet

EDITOR’S NOTE: These are the
first two articles in a series (If ....111
eVelilliiVe horniest% with the condidatea for the presidencs of the Assoelated Student% (A.s.), Spate limitaBona present the printing of the
entire inters lett.
Grady Rohe! tson, 26-year-old New
College junior, is one of seven aspirants
for the presidency of the Associated
Students (A.S.).
In an exclusive interview with the
Spartan Daily, Robertson reflected
some of his views on himself and on
campus politics.

Students seeking communication
with hopeful policy makers on campus
will have a chance today at a 12:30
p.m. rally on Seventh Street.
That’s when 22 faculty candidates
for eight vacant seats on Academic
Council have been invited by members
of the Associated Students (A.S.) to
expound on their educational philosophy, conception of student needs and
motivation in vying for the eight seats.
If it rains, the rally will be moved
to the lounge of Allen Hall, across
from the College Union on Ninth
Street,
Tentative plans for the rally organization provide fur a seven minute
exposition by those of the 22 candidates there, followed by a question and
answer session between students and
faculty candidates.
This rally, organizers explained, will
permit students to enter into a direct
dialogue with people planning on making the policies and decisions regulating the campus and educational system.
Faculty members will vote for eight
of the 22 candidates tomorrow.

By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Campaign Writer
Angry exchanges and a planned
"walkout" highlighted the first faceto-face meeting of A.S. presidential
aspirants Tuesday night at the Theta
Chi fraternity house.
Invited to speak to members of the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), who
represent close to 500 possible votes in
the upcoming election, seven of the
eight candidates appeared for the evening meeting.
Present were Marles Alaimo, Juan
Antu, Jim McMasters, Bill Langan,
Grady Robertson, Dave Aikman and
Jeff Mullins but not for long.
IFC President Larry Lundberg announced that each candidate would be
allowed 10 minutes to make a statement and that after all were finished
the floor would be open for questions.
Miss Alaimo was first to speak. She
went through eight minutes of satirical
comment directed at her male opponents.
She concluded by stating, "I’m as

Daily: At the beginning of last fall
you brought out various charges
against the present student administration. The gist of it was that your
position as executive secretary was bypassed, and that was unconstitutional.
Back in the fall of 1966 they weie
already diseu.ssing eliminating some
positions from the A.S. goverment.
You ran unopposed and a lot of people
thought the executive secretary position was irrelevant in the first place.
Didn’t you expect this position to be
handled in this manner?
Mbis Alaimo: Number one, I never
expected to run unopposed for that
office. I was under the delusion I was
going to be one of the first individuals
to make something out of this position. I found out four or five weeks
after the fall semester had begun that
many of the duties had been assigned
to other persons. I asked Dick (Miner)
what I could do to help him in any
way, and he said I didn’t fit the image
I wasn’t part of the machine. Anyway,
I did try.
Daily: Did you have any indication
from talking to Miner before the election last year that your duties would
be curtailed?
Miss Alaimo: None whatsoever.
Daily: During the latest recall Miner
movement you supported Miner, claim-

American as apple pie and topless
dancing, so it all depends on what
you’re hungry for."
Second to speak was "dark horse"
candidate Jeff Mullins and it didn’t
take anyone present very long to
figure he had not come to woo votes.
Lashing out at the fraternity system
and the Greek tendency to support
conservative candidates, Mullins was
at his self-proclaimed fearsome, "muckraking" best.
The fact that he read his statement
from a prepared text did little to soften
the pointed jabs, Blasting one of his
opponents, SAM President Jim McMasters, Mullins concluded by saying,
"Go ahead and vote for McMasters,
and while you’re at it, level all the
houses on llth Street and put up a
parking lot for the benefit of the rest
of the student body." With that, he
walked out announcing he would not
stay to answer any questions.
Following a walkout is no easy
chore. The task was undertaken by
McMasters, who, smiling all the time,

Mullins’ attack.
refused to conunent
He instead stressed the quality of his
team and their ability to handle the
complexities of student government.
His speech took less than four minutes
and he sat down to the applause of
the pro-McMasters gathering.
Next to "go before the lions" was
Grady Robertson. Speaking confidently without notes, he laid it on the
line for exactly 10 minutes. His lack
of a clear-cut program was made up
for by his manner of speaking. It was
evident that Robertson had done his
homework on how to handle an
audience.
Speaking boldly to the predominantly Greek audience, Robertson said,
"I’m not going to try to tell you I
know what your problems are and that
I know how to solve them. I don’t!
What I vvill say is that I’m willing to
find out what they are and work with
you to solve them."
Cut short by the 10-minute time
limit, Robertson took his seat and
(Continued on Page 8)

By GARY PEROL
Daily Campaign %Veber
"We are posing a challenge to the student body to
8how good faith toward the minority slate, to make a
place for ethnic minorities to learn and work within the
governing framework of this rollege."
This Is the challenge of the Progressive Student Coalition (PSC), whose candidates have pledged "to break
institutionalized racism and alleviate the cultural starvation now existing at SJS."
Presidential aspirant JUELI1 Antu, present. sophomore
representative to Student Council, said the PSC "plans
to act as a pressure force, personally going to bat for
the neglected areas of the campus -- foreign students,
Blacks, Chicanos and Orientals in
order to complement existing iostitutions that have worked primarily
the
White
students."
for
Antu’s ticket is munded out hy vice presidential can -

dictate Frank Kitchner, a penology major, and Dave
Iforiuchi, a srs-iology major and present graduate representative to Student Council, candidate for treasurer,
Antu’s ticket puts a definite emphasis on achieving
a form of education through an understanding of other
cultures. "A latter cultural exchange pmgram would
help to alleviate some of the stereotypes about minorities now persisting on this campu.s. A good deal of this
cultural exchange could be achieved through the establishment of an intercultural center which would be a
continuou.s program, not requiring special allocations," ".
A nt u said.
"The foreign students have already launched a drive
toward such a center, and they have the full backing
of the PSC."
Indicating that the new Title V measure passed by
the Board of Trustes gives them virtual veto power over
(Continued on Page 6)

Work-Study Budget
Gets Sharp Cutback
By JIM ALBANESE
Daily Staff Writer
The work-study program at SJS took
a sharp cut as the federal government
slashed about $206,000 from the college’s work-study funds last week. The
cut, to be extended over the next fiscal
year, will go into effect July 1.
The cut will reduce SJS’ grant for
the next year from $1,178,751 to
$971,8&5, according to Donald Ryan,
director of financial aids.
According to Ryan, federal workstudy funds am allocated to colleges
over twu six-month periods during each
school year. The present six-month
period, the second of the 1968-69 year,
ends June 30.
It is possible, but highly unlikely,
that some of the money cut from the
fund may be restored when Congress
makes its appropriations for the second
six-month period of the 1969-70 school
year, he indicated.
"They (the government) just do not
have the money," Ryan noted. "Unless
there are additional Congressional allocations, I expect about the same
amount of money for the second six-

The Daily learned late last
night that the slate of John Preseott-51arvin Shumate-Dennis Prescott has been disqualified for
executive office candidacy, according to JoAnn King, eltairman of
the Electiim Board. Grade point
ineligibility of the vice president
and treasurer candidates were the
reasons for disqualifications. John
Prescott. in a comintint to the
Daily last night, said "51y slate
got busted." lie did Indicate, however, that he would run a.% a writein candidate for president.

month period, Jan. 1 through June 30,
1970." SJS is already guaranteed of
receiving approximately half of the
six months. Ryan expects this college
to receive a similar allocation for the
second six-month period.
The newly appropriated amount is
only 49 per cent of the $1,881,925
recommended for SJS during the next
year by the U.S. Office of Education’s
regional office in San Francisco.
As a result of the trimming, SJS
will be forced to cut back nearly 30
per cent of its work-study program,
which, according to Ryan. would aid
only 732 students as compared to the
nearly 1,000 now covered. Ryan also
stated that 65 off-campus agencies and
numerous SJS functions which cooperate in the program would he affected.

Women’s Week Dance
Tomorrow from Noon
To 3 p.m., Seventh St.
A carnival and dance to climax the
Associated Women’s Students’ (AWS)
All Women’s Week will be held on
Seventh Street tomorrow from noon
to 3 p.m. featuring novelties, food and
an all -girl rock band.
Campus women’s organizations will
sell a selection of food and novelties
from booths in front of the Music
Building. Paper flowers, posters, stationary and bumper stickers are among
the items to be sold.
On the food menu are apple turnovers, cupcakes, caramel apples, popcorn, frozen bananas, hot dogs and
drinks.

’Universal’ Ticket

Progressive’ Slate

Challenges Racism

WINDY GUSTS sent skirts and curls flying for the "Swing into Spring"
fashion show presented by the Associated Women Students yesterday.
But models and audience both seemed to enjoy the experience. Models
Mary Yost (I.) representing the Panhellenic Council and Jo Lynn Zidar fr.)
representing Phi Upsilon Omicron wear matching bright flowered pants dress and bell-bottom pants outfit provided by J. Silvers Department Store,
coordinators of the show.

’Clergy’ Seek Election
By RAY GILES
John Prescottp, 2a2i1-)Ye(ara-nlolPdaignsociaW1 riscteiernee major and a
"doctor of divinity" in the Universal Life Church, Inc.,
is eamistigning for the Associated Students (A.S.) presidency.
Prescott and his two running mates, Marvin Shwnitte,
vire rnesidential candidate and Dennis (Duffy) Prescott
(John’s brother), treasurer aspirant, are running on the
Universal Life Party tULP) ticket.
All three candidates am ministers in the Universal
Life Church, Inc. They have received permission from
Dr. Kirby J. Hensley, founder of the ministerial producing Universal Life Church, Inc., to use the church’s
name in their campaign.
"Our program is a pretty radical program," Prescott
admitted to the Daily. "We want to do things viith a
little tiust and understanding."

The primary question of this year’s campaign, Prescott, Shumate and Prescott believe. is the high cost of
living in the college area.
"I propose that the students organize as a unit," Prescott said, "go either directly to the state or to the city
of San Jose and push for low cost housing for both the
students and the people of the community."
Vice presidential hopeful Shumate. 21, proposes that
either private or public funds be used to build low cost
housing in the college community.
PresMt, Shumate and Prescott would, as A.S. officers, also push for a student boycott of the local housing
and food retailers if they refuse to come down to what
Shumate termed, "reasonable rates and prices."
"But first we would go to the landlords and market
owners and apply pressure, like a community lobby, for
lower prices," presidential hopeful Prescott explained.
(continued on Page
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Editorial

How About Housing
If we can believe all of the candidates for Associated Students (A.S.)
office. one of the most pres.sing problems of this campus today is housing.

This is an historical problem. If you
look through back issues of the Spartan Daily you will come across many
Student Council directives attempting
to solve the housing problem.

All of the candidates are offering
solutions to the difficulties of student
I
sing. Nlost problems stem front
%slim the candidates call "unfair land...lords.- They pose such solutions as
legal aid lir a housing booklet to orient
and educate the student about housing.

Each student council, at one time or
another, has discussed a problem with
housing, yet none has substantially
soIxed the problem.
We are only asking, in this and other
areas. that the candidates actually keep
their campaign promises.

NN bile these are all %sell and good
proposals. %se %mild like to see the
ss inning candidate actually do something ronstrurtise next semester about
housing that %sill benefit a majority
- of the students.

Since we lime always felt that housing is one of the most pressing and reoccuring problems at SJS today, we
hope the %sinning A.S. president will
place it at the top of his list of priorities.
B.H.

"If you people would just lower your voices ...! "
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ON
WASIEINGTON
By RAY
Altolph Hitler was, without a doubt, the
,, best 01111’2. llcr
ilap1/111 it/ Ailleriea.
111,111. .1- it may s
I, America
esperiall it- mi (((( rity groups is
far
better off today because of 11Ir. Hitler’s
gal lam efforts.
The explanation of this idol:minus proIlitltr rtitiark i- actually quite elementary.
l’rior
Mkt:- era, racism I known then
a- --tregat.
"I took a %ery subtle every.1.1%. "that’s the way things are" type character. However. Hitler. the 21Ith century’s
epitome of racial hatred against the Jews
and the Blacks, made racism suddenly all
, wrong. Hitler was bad. Ht. was ugly. Anil
America lost many of its fittest men pros.: ing it.
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GILES
But now we suddenly need him tor
what I’d call an "educational-minded
Hitler-I back again. Why?
Richard Nixon last week decided to cut
SIMI million out of the Job Corps’ S280
million budget. The effect this drastic 36
per cent reduction will bine on the poverty war’s youth-ult. g organization is
impressie.
Fifty-nine of the 113 training skills centers will be shut down (including the one
in Pleasanton). About 17.500 American
youths will be put back out on the streets
just about summertime.
And what had this educational program
done to date ill help unskilled youths?
About 230,000 have become skilled auto
mechanics. welders, cooks, policemen, ete.
Health services have been made available
for kids who have never had adequate
medical care. Basic reading and writing
skills lime been taught. The list goes on
and on.
"Nixon’s got the bread to go into space,"
was one reaction corpsmen were giving
after the announcement from Washington.
Nixon’s also got the bread to have three
jet planes, three houses, a billion dollar
war and one rocket system to protect another rocket system. What Nixon ain’t got
is sense.

iGp:

has it that CBS
tutor this column due to
"controversial religiotts content.")

Advertising Mgr.

FERDINAND FIOFORI

Kissing seems to be one of those habits
which will ne%er die like scratching
your back.
Its best guarantee of immortality is that
it has already. been around so long and
emerged unscathed by its many detractors.
Inasmuch as all the world loves a lover,
some scientists feel that to be licensed to
kiss is like being licensed to kill, and that
every little peck needs a permit.
"Kiss the boo-boo to make it feel better."
the wounded child often tells his Mummy.
Talk to any doctor about kissing and
he enumerates to you the antount of gernts
exchanged in the process. Or, speak to
any n((((( th-wash ad man, and Ile tells you
of the "dragons" given and taken.
A kiss on the hand may be quite Continental. But a kiss on the lips can be
more elemental. And a kiss in a car can
(in certain circumstances) be quite detrimental -- to your good relations vtith the
police, that is.
Two-thirds of the world is kiss-crazy.
But 700 million peculiar people in the
other third don’t believe in kissing.
These include the Chinese, Japanese,
Papuans, Somalis and Australiatt Aborigines.
It may be hard for you to swallow, but
it is tnie that thousands of years of socalled civilization went by before people
latched on to the kiss.
Yes, itt primitive titnes, some people
occassionally touched lips as a form of
greeting. (They couldn’t say "good morn-

ing" because they didn’t know the words.)
The art of the kiss was refined by the
French twho else?). They even made
kissing an essential part of dancing. And
historians credit one French king with hav
ing kissed every woman in Normandy.
Since then, devotees of the kiss have
never looked back. And today, dates take
it as optionally necessary to part only
when they’ve kissed.
A psychologist thinks of a high-voltaged
kiss as -jet-propelling the emotions while
at the same time sand-bagging the intellect."
Some experts even analyzed the different effects kisses have upon certain
people at certain ages.
They found that a girl doesn’t derive
peak satisfaction from a kiss until she is
28, whereas a man gets the biggest kick
out of a kiss at the age of 18.
The varia
is said to he due to the
fact that the lives of girls are more restricted and sheltered than those of young
men. It takes them much longer to lose
their inhibitions about the other sex.
The hurly-burly about the kiss today
is but an old httg. Robert Herrick (15911674) said of it:
Give me a kiss, and to that kiss a score:
Then to that twenty, add a hundred
MOre;

A thousand to that hundred: so kiss on,
To make that thousand up a million;
Treble that million, and when that is
done,
Let’s kiss afresh, as when we first begun.

Surely now that spring is here and the
days are warmer there can be no such
thlinogicavseagno:gitolosgtiie.e
ring credit. Vi hen
it springs, it springs so .N011 know it’s
sprung.
Speaking of being sprung, there are approximately 2200 of us who will be graduated in only two months. On Friday the
13th, no less. les a good thing I’m not
superstitious or my life would be ruined.
Of course this brings up ihe inevitable
question that has been put to ow at least
50 tittles this semester, "Well, what are
you going to do when you graduate?"
So 110W for re%ettge, I put it to you, all
you 2,199 I approximately others, what
are you going to do after graduation?
Some no doubt will return to school for
more of the same. Sonte will be taking
exciting vacations to scenic Ft. Ord. Maybe
some will decide on matrimony. Others
no doubt will he eager to join the ranks
of those who embark upon that great adventure of unparalleled, unequaled. highly
revered, oft praised adult life known affectioi tely as the rat race.
Now, muy I quietly slip Christ on ihe
page without losing 95 per cent of my
readers? V hatever you do after graduation
or at any time of your life. nothing is as
important as what you will do with Jesus
Christ.
Are you still with me? les unfortunate
that it has to be this way. People hase
relegated Christ to such a place that the
mention of the name Christ in a Christian
context brings either slurs of dislike or
tiresonte voices sighing. "011 I know all I
want to know about Him."
Now to continue with what I WIN saying
about Christ being the most important
decision you can make - if you }whew
Christ and haw a personal relationship
with Him (having asked Him to cotne into
your life and change it I then your future
is arranged better than if you had tried
to arrange it yourself.
In fact, if you are looking for the real
happiness in life
then why not experience love?
People talk about love a lot and I believe they are sincere in their desire to
love, hitt lune a hang-up in expressing it.
When you ask Christ to come into your
life, He changes you from within and gives
you the ability to get along and to love.
He provides the peace people need in
their lives. God is love.
The direct’
He ghes you when Ile
comes into your life will determine where
your life will he spent. As simple as it
may seem, you are guaranteed success in
what really matters in life getting along
with yourself, others and God.
Life was made to be happy. Man should
accept the gift of life and be able to live
it to the fullest whielt he can do when
Christ is present in his life.

Presidential Candidates Express Views
The Chess Game
The

king LA.:4. president I is the most
important player in the game. Because
merv 1111A1.1111.11i IlleallS either slIfel’AS or
tht
!meats are noticed by
everime. The king has the great power
of making all final deeisions.
litmeser, the king cau make only one
move at a time, so he creates his cabinet
of both elected and appointed officers.
.ilitnet earrie- out the king’s ideology
and philii,ophy
t the constant fires.
sure of the [tubby.
foot soldiers) are the
least potnerftil. They are the committee
members. clerks. offiee workers. etc. They
are responsible for bureaucratic business.
They hale no real decision making power.
The knights (chess pieces placed between the castle and bishop) are the student council members. l’hey are the policy
maker-.
The order of ile eastle or rook retiresem), members of the judiciary and elected
officers whose positions are defined by
the constitution. They have somewhat

ne pa. ithe

iolcrisrel

it

hilily isecati,,e of

ir AMR. lo

constant lllll

laws and

the

policies set down by the knights of the
king’s cabinet.
The order of the bishops I a chess piece
moving diagonally) are the king’s top
aides.
The last order is that of the queen. She
is the second-most powerful and important
player in the game. She can introduce or
implement any ideas of her own. or any
of those ideas of the king and or his
cabinet. The queen is nearly always
elected.
The SUCCeRM or failure depends upon
the mastery of the movements by all the
players. Whether the game is won or lost,
in the chess game or student government.
is yet to be seen.
E. Marles Alaimo
Candidate for A.S. President

Benefit Students
Our proposal is simple: student government might to benefit each student on
this campus. We offer no flowering
promises, ready-made answers or multipoint programs.
The edurational interests ef students
all but ignored by student govare
ernment. ThIMP asterests are dm first

which should be protected and advanced
by student government.
We propose a government which is educationally beneficial to students, a governmem which fully joins the academic community and works toward meaningful
educational reform like a more flexible
grading policy. new curriculum and the
abolition of unnecessary acadetnic red
tape.
We intend to do away with student goverumene’s current meaninglesa method of
representation by "(lasso" or "division."
We propose representation by academic
area, through the departments and the
schools.
We propose a government which represents the educational interests of all students, plus those interests which are nonacademic like the
dorms and carnpus
organizations.
A fully representative student government, academically oriented, could be
seen actively working in each department
on this campus.
We propose a government which recognizes political and social realities, which
takes realistic and insightfal action te. bes
the current milierhieulion
attitude of the general comniimity.

W e know the Student Union is not the
White House. But student government has
distinct obligations to stutlents, obligations which are primarily educational.
We intend to see those obligations met.
Grady Robertson
Norm lishimoto
Jim Baltlritlge

Entering 2nd Phase
Student government at this college is
about to enter the second phase of what
has been a highly successful experiment.
We have learned to use the system to increase student authority, while never allowing ourselves to become a part of that
system.
This year, students have enjoyed the
most expanded and widely-attended cultural and entertainment programs in the
history of this campus. At the same time,
all have watched restrictions on student,
participation in college affairs come
tumbling down one by one, until wc at
last can boast of being the only major
California state college where -students
have a firm foothold in its policy-making
mich inerv.
Students now administer neatly all istss-

dent activities im this campus. deter lll i l le
their own disciplinary policies, and sit
with separate but equal authority on many
of the major college boards.
But there is so much more to be done.
We waist now begin to stuff the turkey
with responsibility. The method is simple.
SJS Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns said it for us. "This A.S. is better
than most. They not only scream bloody
murder, but they offer definite nuggetslions for change."
Many of our suggestions have been implemented 1)111 it will take a real student
effort to make them pay off. The challenge now before us is to separate tradition from need, keeping only what is
valuable and beginning only what is
attainable.
Aikman, Rutz and Murphy (A.R.M.)
have the experience and realize what is
attainable. But it will take a giant student
effort i0 preVelli this college f
slipping
back into the traditional factory, geared
to produce f
-honed machilICA for
business and industry.
Dave Aikman
Mike Rtitz
John Murphy
A.R.M. Party

Upper Division Candidates Announce
Qualifications for Representation
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beeatine he believes council "is
unconcerned about how it handles
half a million dollars of our
money."
Roy Heath, 21 -year -old political science major, and a transfer
from San Jose City College. cites
"a lack of confidence In the Student Council." Heath believes
council has failed to inspire confidence in the students because
among "other actions" council
"lent its support to a strike
which was ovr.rwhelmingly rejected by the starients." He said
students sh)aild "not be subjeet
to intimidation and harassment."

-liay Area Pollution - Human
Excesses" is the topic of a free
panel discussion, open to the
public, tonight in E132 at 8.
1)r. Tom Harvey, professor of
biology and as.sociate dean of the
School of Natural Sciences and
Slathematies, ssill moderate the
panel, sponsored by Sigma Xi,
national society of researchers in
the sciences.
Dr. Paul Freeman, professor
of physiology, will discuss "AUditory Insult and Assault." Landscape architect Dr. Bert Litton
of the University of California
at Berkeley. %sill discuss "Visual
Pollution."

11% IIM
11110 %DV
Dail) t ataltaign itrItee
Fifteen of 30 upper division
candidates for 11 A.S. Student
Council reptesentative slots filed
resumes yesterday with Spartan
Daily. outlining their qualifications for the post.). Fifteen candidates did not submit resumes.
Senior Joel L. Fritsehe. 21,
runs on the merit of "What Ise
done, not what I say I’ll do."
Fritsche’s fight in his two years
on campus for student housing
rights resulted in the e,tablishmerit of a lawyer on retainer for
consultation, a Tower List housing rating (in progress and a
student housing committee.
Junior incumbent representa-

) (11 R Car
dirty that
you can only drive
(it night?

ASTOR’S
COIN -OP
AUTO WASH
732 So. First 804

LinvoIn Ave.

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates tor young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

LEATHER - SUEDE- FUR
ANC,ENT & USED
JACKEIS & COATS
2000 of them
S2 to Si0

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the grooviest store
in the whole 14 odd"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1/2 block below
City Lifes Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981.5176

Shaw International

11U4

tive Addie Inset, 20, believes that that "In the past, council has
"Change has been implemented not been responsive to student
this year at SJS largely due to wants and needs."
the fact that working within the If Junior Rene Welti, 20, a
existing system are people who naturalized citizen, deplores stuare not really part of that sys- dents that "take a rear seat" in
tem." The New College student their own affairs. Welti advobelieves that this added dimen- cates the proposed Intel -Cultural
sion has begun a move from Exchange Center and cites the
"rubber-stamp administration" to need for council members to
existence "of, by and for" SJS "make themselves assailable to
students." He urges all students
students.
to voice their opinions. "If we
CRS CANDIDATE
a must,"
Art major Edwaid C. Persike, are to survive, change is
22, is chairman of the Change said Weill.
In his first entrance int() poliby Sense (CBS) party, and supaeroports its 21 -point platform Per- tics, Rich Chimenti, 26, an
"consesike advocates the Intercultural nautics major, stated
nor
Exchange Center plan, increased quently, I have no enemies,
allocations and improvements for do I owe favors" Chimenti ofto
the art department and hiring of fers "a willingness to listen
and "an
more minority instructois. "S.J. any side on any issue.,"
issues
City Council lacks a delegate ability to separate real
from a mass of written and
from SJS," added Persike,
aligns himAlso a member of CBS, senior spoken wort’s." Ile
CBS
speech student Karla Hienz. ad- self with the goals of the
vocates the party’s 21 goals. "I party.
MARC MEMBE,R
feel a need to be Involved in
student government," she said.
Juan Oliverez, senior sociology
A Joe H. West (formerly Waffle major and an active member of
Towers) resident, Miss Ilienz MASC and other progressive
joins previous experience in stu- Chicano organizations, supports
dent government with CBS’s the Progressive Student Coalition.
"You, and You, and You" sup- Oliverez cited as among his goals
port platform as qualifications an ’’attack on institutionalized
for the A.S. post.
racism," equal representation,
SDS member Ron Harbeck and the repeal of Title V. He has
swks "to establish campus juris- worked closely with the College
Mon over campus legal prob- Commitment and Educational
lems." As a member of the Opportunity Programs.
American Civil Liberties Union se James Lee, industrial design
and the committee to retain Tom major and member of the ProMueller and Tony D’Abbracca. gressive Student Coalition party.
Harbeck supports: repeal of lists as a primary qualification
changes in Title V, abolition of a "desire and need to learn about
ROTC and student voice in fac- the internal functioning of A.S.
ulty hiring. He also advocates by participatory action." Wellcloser tics with the other state founded on the needs of Orientcolleges.
als, Lee now desires to work with
CHANGES NEEDED
si
"fellow White. Black, Red and
Senior Larry Lundberg, radio - Brown brothers." He would "reTV journalism major, claims that turn student autonomy by repeal
although SJS is a leader in mak- of Title V.
John Francis Herlihy, 19, soing relevant changes in college
programs, carefully designed cial science major and member
change is still needed. "Change of the Young Democrats and Alfor change’s sake is ridiculous," pha Phi Omega, was recently apsaid Lundberg. He was a council pointed attorney general for the
representative in 1966-67, is a Student Activities Board. Herlihy
member of Spartan Shields, Blue said "The time has come for
Key, sat on the Constitutional council members to stop factionRevision Committee and has at- alizing our campusund work(for
the common good of all " He
tended SJS for eight semesters.
Mike Gazin, 20-year-old po- urges unification of students to
litical science major, has "rap attain a bargaining position with
sessions, newsletters and convo- the Trustees.
cations" in mind for establishing
FORMER PRESIDENT
more direct means of communiDale Smiley, tormer A.S. presication between interest groups.
Riverside City College,
If elected, Gazin would "strive dent of
the present council as
to achieve the unification of the condemns
irresponsible governcollege community." He believes "a grossly
ing board which ignores the
opinions of its constituency and
then stamps ’in the name of the
Theafres
Associated Students’ on the bills
it ramrods through." Smiley runs
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Interviews for fall orientation conference counselors will
conclude tom:stymy. Sign-up.s for
the 40 available positions are being taken in the College Union.
Four st udent posit ions are
open 011 the A.S. Budget Committee. Sign-litks for interviews
will conclude Tuesday. Contact
Robbie Schnitzel. in the College
Union for details.
Sign-ups are being taken in
the College Union for positions on
the Sparta Camp committee.
Deadline for sign-ups is Wednesday

RAND SUPPORT
Robert Allan Bernadas, 19, a
business management majo r.
aligns himself with the outlook
of A.S. presidential candidate
Bill Langan. Bernadas is a menthe!’ of the SJS Marching Band,
the Academie Council Data
Processing Committee, and favors support of the Marching
Band. F.OP, and the Experimental College.
Upper division representative
candidates who did not submit
resumes are:
Delgadillo,’ Alfrieda
Henry
Smith, Terry Speizer, H. A.
Aladhl, Karla Baker, Greg Ball,
Mike Ekland, Brian B. Lewis,
Lynch Pieinas. Behrooz MoeenZiai, Craig Carbreif, Robert Watson, William Schwent, Richard
Van Winkle and Ralph Portillo.

SAE Bretheren
Sacrifice Saturday
To Help Children
Members of Sigma Alpha F.psilon (SAE) fraternity will trade
an afternoon’s leisure for paint
brushes and brooms April 26, as
they spend their third Saturday
of the year at the Eastfield
Children’s Home in Campbell.
The entire membership is participating in the pmject, which
includes general cleanup and
painting at thebundred-year old
home for emotionally disturbed
children
The fraternity first undertook
the project in January, beginning
with a general cleanup of the
house and grounds. In March
they returned and built a quarter-mile bicycle track for the
youngsters’ use.
They plan to continue the project by helping out at the home
on a one weekend a month basis
for the remainder or the year.

SA( ’It A:11 EN TO - The Senate
passed yesterday a bill providing
misdemeanor penalties for any
performer who engages in simulated acts of sexual intercourse
or deviate sexual conduct during
a play, movie, television bmadcast or any other theatrical event
on a state college campus. Teachers or school officiaLs penrnitting
the act would also be subjected
to the penalties a minimum
ofifnesix months in jail and a $500
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Pbou by Ted B
TOSHI SAKAMOTO (Pacific Neighbors exchange student from
San Jose’s sister cif", Okayama, Japan) Masako Honda and Atsuko Hirose model traditional kimonos which they will wear in
the Japanese Cultural Exhibition in next week’s International
Week program. The week’s activities will include an International
Fashion Show and Food Bazaar Friday, May 2. An International
Buffet, talent show and International Ball will be held that night
in San Jose’s Starlight Ballroom.

Intramurals

New Charter Date’’’.
Pure jet on Certified Carriers
for students, faculty, isinplayees and their immediate families.
10 if NI) TRIP
Aug. 3 -Aug. 31
Oakland/Amsterdam $299
June 26 -Sept. 11
$279
Oakland/Lendon
June 6 -Aug. 6
$289
Oakland/London
June 18 -Sept. 12
$189
New York/London

Paul Dempsey of Alpha Tau
Today’s fraternity schedule
MEMBERSHIP FF.E
Omega was named the most valwith field numbers in parentheuable player for the 1969 In- ses:
For schedule and applicatless
tramural
basketball
season,
SPE vs. DU (1); LCA vs. SPi !
T -N1 TRAVEL
heading a 10-man all-star team.
12); TC vs. Acacia (31; PiKA !
60 N. First
Others named to the team were vs. DSP (4): SAF.; vs. KS (5);
,
San Jos* Ph. 293-1031
Gary Heath ’Hung), Gary An- and SNu vs. SX (6).
derson, I Hung), Dennis Deichler
IATO), Jim Scott ITC), Mike
Slorrisey (TCI, Dave Mercer
(TC), Craig Sobrero (ATO). ,
Terry Reich (676 Club), and \
ZZ
Steve Perkey SPE).
Raph Rcsingaria of Sigma Chi
pitched a no-hitter in a losing
effort to highlight the opening
round of fraternity fa.st-pitch
softball Tuesday.
1 Day Ser% ice
Brad Perry allowed two hits
Miles or 1 Year
20,000
as SAE beat SX, 5-0. Rosingana
Written Guarantee
WaS hurt by three errors and
four unearned runs.
Against Road Hazards
Results of other gatnes Toesday:
SPE 15, Acacia 12; ATO 20, I rs:
DSP 0; KS 12, PiKA 2; DU by
forfeit over SPi, and TC 5, LCA Z’s
4, in six innings,
Tim Garcia of SPE hit a grand ,
90 N. Montgomery
slam homer for his team’s mar- Z.
gin of victory over Acacia. Dick
San Jose
293-8131
Hanmon of KS hit the.day’s only s;

ceder& Tire cereice
Specializing in
C-21

RECAPPING

John Marzano’s
codeper Tre certlice

other homer.

Opportunities
come with
problems.
goes

"ARTIST.gystEROTICISM"

**The movie’s artistry
raises the subject matter
to the level of personality
exploration.’"

A NEW DIRECTION

The man we are looking for is challenged by both. At Cole National
WC can’t have it any other way. We know what it takes to grow: a lot of
hard work, dedication and imagination. A lot of rewards too, they’re part
of that growth.
Our young, dynamic management team believes in excellence . . .
that
for our products, our service, and our personnel. Our standards
have to be high. We are acquiring new companies and with them new
challenges and bigger problems to solve.
We can offer you the opportunity for personal progress and an immediate chance to help us with some of these problems. You will start with
an excellent salary, be part of our Sales Management Training Program,
and be able to move into Sales Management within tcvo years . . . in a
division where youth and enthusiasm are your greatest assets.

New CINEMA BURBANK "Negatives -7 & 10:30 p.m.
552 S. Bascom Ate. 295-7238
"Ulysses" -8:30 p.m.
"NEW" POLICY: AVANT-GARDE FILMS

N
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Misdemeanor
Bill Passed

Three Complete Shows Nightly
At 7:00-8:45 & 10:40 P.M.

?

Bay Area Pollution
To Be Discussed
By Panel Tonight

&

Interviewing on your campus on May 1st.
Contact
;our Development
Placement Office
for more
orDivision,
information,
write toCole
the
Organization
Manager,
Consumer
Products
National Corporation, 5777 Grant At
44105.
CPInC, Ch.:Viand ,

Ohio

APIA 0

iFLICKS!
0.0.0.13 ewe
0

sootsgspoos.
kp

10:00

500

Cole National Corporation
Consumer Products Division

Y

’Rock’ Snow White
Show Saturday
Th, sis
by 1)r. Chia Riney. P. Itrookpre,kiii a
lessor of drama. k
rock -n-roll musical ersion of
Snow White tilled "Telt it Like
it Is" Saturday in t’is ic Auditorium’s ’Montgomery- 1"neater
2 p.m.
The show is the annual fund!
e.ciit of
th:
sely School.
Advurrsement
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In Reading

Six finalists chosen in the
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Competition promise to, in
the

words

of

coozdinator

Dr

Dorothy Hadley, "put on a dam
good

program

spanning

Kafka to Twain"

at

from

the final

crmpetition today.
The finals vvill take place in
Studio Theater of the Drama
Building at 3:30 today. After the
contest Dennis Johnson, last semester’s winner. will prescnt the
$30 prize.
Johnson gave his winning reading by interpreting poems from
the anthology
Africa,"

"Poem.s

from Black

by

Langston

edited

Ifughes.
The six finalists, besides reading a variety of literary styles,
represent disparate fields. Drama

STEAKS AND SPIRITS

.11,111,

By LEE NICHOLAS
A summer which saw the rise
of the "New Nixon," bloody
young heads in Mayor Daley’s
Chicago, and the tragic, premature climax to a dismal election
year is superbly chronicled by
Norman Mailer’s "Nliami and the
Siege of Chicago" iSignet-New
American Library, 19681. in caustic terms appropriate to the time.
Mailer, using "the reporter" as
his literary alias, moves through
the entire spectrum of merits in
what is cruelly labeled "the democratic process." Ile takes the
reader into the corporate affluence of the "Gala Republicans"
in plastic. air-conditioned Miami,
and "children and youths and
middle-aged men . . . gased and
beaten, and driven by teams of
policemen who had exploded out
of their restraints like the burst-.
ing of a boil."
"Miami and the Siege of Chicago" is microphones cut off from
dissenting delegations, a Southern kingmaker in Miami, and the
snarled mouth of the mayor of
Chicago before 30 million viev.ers, "telling the senator from
Connecticut to go have carnal
relations with himself."

major Dan Balestrero will read

even Sadi

1.11,1
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is kaluring a faculty recital Tuesday
April 29 by Miss Aiko Onishi.
pianist. The recital, a long-awaited segment of the current series
uf faculty music recitals.
Two of the numbers highlighting the program are "Sonata in
II major. Post.," by Schubert and
"Sonata in F minor Op. 5" by
Itrahms.
Miss Onishi
been very actke as a soloist, as well as
teacher. She has been on the
faculty of SJS three years. Prior
to coming to SJS, Miss Onishi
eme frequent solo piano recitals
both in this country and abroad.
Miss Onishi has appeared as
,est artist with the Niptmn
Philharmonic Orchestra and the
T,)1Q,1 Symphony performing
suell varied works as the Beet "Emperor"
Concerto,
’’Vairiations Symphonakies." and the Mozart concerto
111
A major.

rIl

r..gilt1111

’Reporter’ Mailer
Views Conventions

Pian;st To Nay Six Finalists
Schubert, Brahms
To Compete
In Faculty Recital

.s.IS GRADS.

1.11.,

Creek Blvd.
past Valley Fair
246-6658

4942 Stevens
I mile

tfliIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111,-

from "J.B." by Archibald MacLeish. Mrs. Marelene Beasley, an
accounting major, will read from
the book "Road to Glory" by
Claience Darrow.
"The Young Soldier," a poem
by Octavio Paz, will be read by
Marie Henry, an English major.
Author Franz Kafka will be
brought to life as Steven Schultz,
F:nglish major, orates from the
short story "The Bucket Rider."
Linda Vachon, drama major,
will read parts of the short stoly
’. Days Wait" by Ernest Hemai*vay, and the great American
racontuer Mark Twain vvill be invoked as John Weldon reads from
!he novel "Huckleberry Finn."

Rid, Kr is0

DANCE FROM THE TOP! Leslie Stevens and
Sally Sammut rehearse for the Dance Theater
performance in the Women’s Physical Education Building, in the recreation section. The
"Dance From the Top.’ will be performed in
P.E. Recreation Building Rm. 262 tomorrow,
Saturday, and May 2 and 3 at 8:15 p.m. On
May 7 and 8 the dance troupe will command

the stage of the Old Town Theater in Los
Gatos at the same curtain time. The dancers,
drawn from the campus at large, perform
under the auspices of the Women’s Recreation
Association. Tickets, $1.25 per person, are
available from the Student Affairs Business
Office. ext. 2672.

Estrada’s
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Imports & Variety
Incense
Rings
.54

Water Pipes
Earrings
We

r

have the largest

selection

of psychedelic posters

the San

in

Jose area.

190 S. 1st Street

.40

297-9176

The Honda Scrambler 175.
Nothing to hold you back when
you team up with this baby.
It’s the beginning and the end.
The end of shelling out big
money for gas, parking, upkeep
and insurance. The beginning
of a new kind of freedom. The
175 takes you where you want to
goon or off the road. And it
takes you there with power
a rugged 4-stroke OHC twin
engine that moves out to 80 mph.
Why wait? Get away with the
Scrambler 175 today at your
nearest Honda dealer.

One Performance
Of ’Royal Gambit’
Set for Tomorrow
The SJS Drama production
of "Royal Gambit," a hit of the
recent Northwest Drama Conference, will give a single performance tomorrow night at 8:15 in
the Studio Theater.
The pcmformance of this Reader’s Theater production is being
given for the Women’s Faculty
Club and the Faculty Wives
Club, including their guests.
"Royal Gambit" is directed by
Noreen Mitchell, of the SJS
Drama Department. King Henry
VIII and his six VliVeS are characters around whom the play
is based.

Harmony
House

HONDA.
o,
ecO

Co, Inc. Dem

rt. r

brochure Wet,’ parmsniet
,wrle Amor,. Honda Motor

Oxrciens, Csiorirnre 80247.

summer session and fall term

345 E. William

Tel. 287-0209

400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

THE ULTIMATE
IN

JAPANESE
AND
ATMOSPHERE

9ujiyanta qapdar4 eemaupartt
Fujiyama Gardens Restaurant serves the best Japanese food in town. Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chicken and teriyaki steaks
in a delightful atmosphere, overlooking beautiful Japanese gardens. Dine out this weekend at Fujiyama
Gardens.

8311 MEHIDI \ 1% E.

PHONE 294-1330

IIM=1"111M.11.114mMoMrm111=lotk=lo,

Mader otweteri

PaUt6
72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
#14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 266-8466

WESTGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

nip blossom
This Is o ring that is truly a luminous
phenomenon. Its three diamonds set above
o broad, bold bond produce an effect
thot radiates o warmth as distinctive
os the woman who chooses it. And if the
ring seems unique, so is its guarantee. If you
should want o larger diamond later on,
Orange Blossom will exchange it for its
full purchase price. NOw for the
first time, a diamond is really forever.
Aurora, by Orange Blossom:

E Large recreation room with game tables
Sun Deck
TV Room
Professional Chef

Applications now being accepted for

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

ic.::):Auroro" by

College approved for Men

(Summer Rates)

BALDRIDGE

One Day Service

art k ki elicit a response from
the \ ICW,TS. As one of the "living" art works, Leroy McDonald,
explainer’, "I’m the stimulus.
people can ask me anything. Our
puipose is to establish communication."
Those students who got past
the door and didn’t flee after
their initial perplexed glimpses,
talked with the six figures. A
mimeographed sheet was available, giving some background on
the "exhibits."
Linda Thorp, described as a
girl who "loves to get into a big
plastic bag with a friend and
jump around," said that "some
people would come in and walk
out flustered at what they saw."
Other animate art objects
were, Julie Anderson, a 1968 SJS
grad; June Trotter, a metaphysicist and author of two
plays; Rex Hays, an SJS drama
major; William George, symphonic horn player and professor:
drama stuand McDonald, also
dent and playwright.

Room and Board $95.00 per Month
Room only $40 00

ISHIMOTO

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

A4V

iook what
..,4’ou
,0 can get away
tkth now.

--)" ROBERTSON

Art Cleaners

Unusual Art Exhibit
Uses ’Living’ Works
By WALT YOST
Fine Arts Writer
Friday, I nonchalantly strolled
into the Allen Hall recreation
rtrom prepared to give a run-ofthe-mill, everyday review of the
art show being presented there.
Like many other startled visitors, I found the room empty of
conventional art forms, such as
paintings and sculpture.
Instead, six people were seated
on pedestals. This is an art exhibit, I asked myself skeptically,
trying at the same time not to
appear discomfited or to lose my
professional "cool."
This unconventional art show
was shown Thursday and Friday
afternoons as part of last week’s
Festival of Contemrxwary Arts.
The show is attributed to
Swedish artist, Pi Lind. Norman
Russell of the SJS Drama Department, arranged the exhibit.
One of the main purposes of
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TODAY
Angel 1Flight, 7 p.m, N111324.
All Angels attend. Anyone interested in becoming an Angel welcome.
Mexican -American Student
Confederation,
p m., Newman

Center. Meeting.
SDX Meeting, 12:30 p.m., JC
134. Meanbers, initiates and those
interested are v:elcome.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., F:D211.
All members please attend.
Campus Crusade for Christ, 8

Job Interviews -ItShell Companies. Majors, BS
MS Chem. E., NIE, EE, Physics,
Chemistry.
Owens Corning Fiberglas. Majors, BS,’Eng., Bus., Other Tech.
Internal Revenue Service. Majors, BS/MS Acctg., Any Major.
FRIDAY, APRIL 25
Alameda County Probation Department. Majors, BA/MA Criminology. Socio., Soc. Ser., Psych.,
Counseling and Guidance or Related fields.
Department of Health and
Welfare. Majors, BS ’Acct g.
Granger Assindateso. Majors,
BS NIS EE.

June and summer graduates
may aign up for appointments
la the Placement Center, 122
S. Ninth St. Signups begin each
Tuesday before and up to the day
4ot the interview.
THURSDAY, APRIL 24
Hercules Incorporated. 3Iajors,
BS.MS ME, Chem. E., Chemistry.
U.S. Department of Transportation. Majors, BS/MS CE; BS/
Bus., Econ., Any Major.
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Majors, BS/Bio. Sci ,
Bacteriology.

TOMORROW
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., ED120. Dick
Stratford will speak on "Total
Involvement with Christ."
Iranian Student Association, 2
p.m., Cafeteria A and B. Lecture
in Persian on "World Economy
and Iran."
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, 6 p.m., SJS lOth
St. Parking lot betvveen San Fernando and San Antonio streets.
Car Rallye (variety class) to finish at Straw Hat Pizza in Cupertino. $2.50 aith A.S. card.
All students invited.
Oxford Union Debate, 12:31)2:30 p m Morirs Dailey Audi
torkim. Presidential and treasurer candidates will clebate.

Reese
The Tobacconist
18474 Prospect Road 257-5310

-10 ROBERTSON
ISHIMOTO
BALDRIDGE

GIVE YOUR PIPE A REST
Buy seseral pipes and rotate them. Your pipes uill smoke
sweeter without leaving a sour aftertaste.
$6.95
Lined and Leather Bound Pipes
Wench
For Beginning Pipe Smokers
Au a pouch
Reese’s Special Blend
$1.50,
oz. tit:
Golden Virginia Cavendish
keit’
The Tobacconist
.e.ore

bu t the C-Paulists
Star On ...
The P.oulists arrived on the
West Side of New York City
in 1858. In 1895 they moved
into San Francisco’s Chinatovon and into the fringes of
Chicago’s Loop in 1904.
They’re still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods
change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometimes they go down but through it all the Paulist
stays. As long as there are
people to be served the Paulist
will be there.
The Paulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does new things. That’s
one of the characteristics of
the Paulist order: using their
own individual talents in new
ways to meet the needs of a
fast-changing world in the colleges... in communications ...
in the ghettos.
lf you have given some thought
to becoming a Priest, write for
an illustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Reoewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation DireCtOr

Opposite Payless & Behind Sees

Skirts, values to $16.00

Now $3.00

Now $8.00
Dresses, values to $40.00
Antique jewelry (in. scarf rings)
1/2 price
Now
All other merchandise

1 0/0 off

6ids _April 30

261 E. William St.
Between 6th & 7th
OPEN DAILY 10:30 A.M.-6 P.M.
THURS. 12 NOON-7 P.M.

Paulist
G.-Father:
Room 208
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

18474 Prospect Road

wow
SPielIMIS

c7Vfahrhave moved

cample Village

id

Venture I
Coei Zwin9-. Center
College Approved
Color Tir
Heated Pool
Professional Chef
Spacious Lounge
$100.

per month room and board
$45. room only
(Summer rates)

Applicaf

- now being accepted for

Summer seei.ion & Fall term.

We invite your inspection at

525 So. 9th St.
Tel. 287-4885
Pk I

1

p.m., Jonah’s Wail. College Life
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.
S258. Film "Bulldozed America’
will be shown.
French Club, 12:30 p.m., CH
167. French fihn about poet Apollinaire will be shown. Free to
public.

’Managing Millions’ T"
Topic of Meeting
Of Financial Clerk
The field of bank trust and
"Managing Millions" are the topics of the first meeting of the
Financial Management Club at
Angelo’s, 11 Race St. Social hour
is scheduled for 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
The meeting is open to all
interested students and non-students,
Guest speaker is James Vertin, vice-president of Wells Fargo
Bank and an alumnus of SJS.
READ AND USE
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR CONVENIENCE
AND PROFIT

""1124
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Teacher Interviews

Represent:ins., Irons the fol.
lossing axiom! diatricts will be on
campus during the remainder of
the month to interview teacher
candidates for the 1969-70 school
year. Interviews %sill be held in
the Placement Center, Rldg. AA,
122 S. Ninth St. Interest,ed candidates may sign for an appointment now.

TODAY
Campbell Union High (Santa
Clara Co.) High School.
Elementary
Union
Wasco
1Kern Co.) Elementary, special
education.
Redwood City Elementary (San
Mateo Co.) Elementary.
Bakersfield City Elomentan

1 kern Cu.) Elemental’’, special
education.
FRIDAY
Alum Rock Union Elementary
i Santa Clara Co.) Elementary.
Petaluma City Elementary and
High (Sonoma Co.) Elementary
and high school.
Centinela Valley Union High
Hawthorne (Los Angeles Co.)
Secondary - all subjects.

A NEW DIRECTION
ROBERTSON
ISHIMOTO
BALDRIDGE

Charter Flights

Los Angeles.LonolonLos Angeles
Via
Boeing 707 TransPolar Jet
Round Trio
Return
oseart
Seat Riice
S295.00
9
JUNE 18 SEPT.
$295.00
JUNE 26 SEPT. 7
S295.00
JUNE 28 AUG. 31
$295.00
JULY 1 SEPT. 10
These flights are asailable olds
to Faculty Members, Students.
airtime Staff and immediate finn.
ilies. This charter program is not
sponsored ur controlled by the
California State College-a.
For reservation forms and full de.
tails plemie send complete coupon
i to: Prof. A. Mandel, Trip
Chairman. 114 So. Beserly
Iteserly Hills, Calif. 90212
NAME
ADDRESS
COLLEGE
...
FACULTY 0 STUDENT

STAPP

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11
ALPHA ETA RHO
Aviation fraternity meeting April 22, at
Aero Dept. Time 7:30 p.m. Topic: Steak
Bake on April 26.
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
CENTER (by Magnins) Saturday, April
26th by SPORTIN LIFE - $3.00 ANY
CAR WELCOME. START AFTER 6 p.m.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Dailey, Sat
7 & 10 p.m. Umbrellas of Cherbourg.
VOTE FOR
RALPH PORTILLO Upper Division Rep.
resentative.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
H60 FORD WAGON, stick. Must sell
going to Europe. $150. Call Moulder
Hall, 294.2927, OVIDS.; ask for Barry
Kincade.
’62 A.H. 3000 rednew top, over-sized
tires rebuilt trans. $1300. Call 246.9837
or 241.7519.
FIAT ’68, 850 .Rdst.: ex. cond.: low
mileage, extras, best offer over $1,775.
Call 867-0916.
’66 RIVIERA GRAN. SPORT
Full factory power incl. air cond., stereo
radio, tilt wheel, cruise control, and mag.
wheels w/Pirelli tires. Verdi green w/blk.
interior. $3295. Call 294-6711 or 2926767.
’65 A. H. SPRITE, red, tonneau, softtop, good condition, $1,000. Call Al,
251.3149.
’66 PONTIAC LE MANS. 6 cyl., auto,
2 dr.. vinyl top. R/1-1, good condition.
35,000 mi. $1600. 961-8490.
’60 BMW R-26, rebuilt, only 4500 mi.
Fa,ing $400, new tires & bet. Denis,
258.7224.
’68 MUSTANG V8. Power steering &
brakes, auto trans. Stereo tape. Must
sell. 438.1028.
’65 MOIL Black, mags, hardtop, softtop. All the extras. Needs work. $1200/
best otter. Must sell. Call Mark at 2538348 or 296-1224.
1957 FORD, Fairlane 2 dr. Hardtop
V-8. Good school or work cnr. $150.
Call Don after 5 p.m._eves 265-1975.
’65 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Black7must sell.
offer. 287-4309 after 5:00. Good
and body.
A PHI-O-FLICKS - Morris Dailey, Sat.
7 & 10 p.m. "Umbrellas of Cherbourg.MINOR-Cinvert7Radio &
Heater clean, osoi gas mileage. $150.
292.4595.

WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April-May.
Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
RECEPTIONIST - part time, Thurs. 912 & 4.8 p.m., Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8:30.4:30.
Call Country Club Coiffuers 264-3300,
Almaden.
FEMALE upp. div. or grad. student
wanted to do lite hskpg. & cook dinner
in exchange for free room & board.
Private home. 252.7846.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
job, with flexible hours & good pay,
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
PART TIME Telephone work our office.
Commission basis hours to suit, close to
campus, paid daily, 287-3600, Stalcup
Advertising.
HELP WANTED - Male or Female.
Full or part time. Can earn $3/hr. & up
in commissions on telephone sales. 2945006 or 294-5007.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Dailey. Sat.
7 & 10 p.m. Umblerras of Cherbourg"
HOUSING 151
UNIV. OF ARIZONA Faculty family responsible. rent & care for home with
privacy for summer. Pay row 1644 W.
Roller Coaster Rd. Tucson. Ariz.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna.
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E
Williems, $45/mo. 292-8437.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share 2 bed apt., Royal Lanai apts. Jr.
or Sr. preferred. Call after 5 p.m. 259504.
XN GIRL TO share studio apt. summer/
or fall. Call 287.2744.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdur.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)
LIBERAL MALE ROOMMATE WANTEI1
Own room. $50/mo. Prefer under grad.
36 So. 10th #3, 287-5402.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case.
REWARD. Call 258 5223.
PERSONALS 171
DRIVING to Davenport Free Beach daily
this spring. Have roorn tor girl riders.
Dale, 262 3228, eves.

INTERESTED in going to Europe for
summer? Want traveling companions?
Contact Natalie, 294.5703.
AUTO INSURANCE. Lowest possible
cost. No driver refused. Monthly payments. Steve Peacock Insurance, 248.
8944 or 354-7513.
140 SOLUTION to your problem? Let
us introduce you to the answer. Dial
Peace of Mind. 294-3333.
DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Epert
matching, 286-4540.
B.J.G., you’re pretty nice. B.L.
VOTE FOR
RALPH PORTILLO Upper Division Representative.

TRANSPORTATION 19)
EUROPE. Jet Chart,: $275-3I5 rd.
$i 75 cne way. 1217 Carleton,
Berkeley. 841.3965 after 5 p.m,
NEET-70 FLY srrnewhere fast? Will fly
you there for flight expense only cheap.
Call 252.4088 ask for Jcn after 7 p.m.

.5,1criCei
WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
ring and sell you a quality diamond at
a wholesale price. 40-60% off the retail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
WILL CARE FOR HOUSE
Teacher & wife (no kids) will take care
of house or apt. June-Sept. Will pay
utilities & give best care. Write Jim
Craig, 1104 N. Willis Visalia, Cal. 93277
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
PROOF READING end MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, ac.
curate minor editing. Mrs. Baxter, phone
244-6581.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416J
321-1317.
TYMING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus. Mrs. Manien. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
term papers. thesis, etc. Dependable,
rgasonable. 294-1313.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIAL
two 13x10’s for $12.50 also weddings,
sit-ins, riots, call for rates. F.R. DALKEY
298-0894.
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. ST.50. You
supply 1 yd. material & 1 yd. lining.
Allen Hall *122. 294-8741.
RABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. Call
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287X1564.
STUDENT dating service, expert match
ing, 286-4540.

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.

FOR SALE 13/

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
edit:Its, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvf
aoodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Behvcsen 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Set. & Sun.,
slosed Mon.
FURNITURE table lamps, soks, bookcases, desks and other items. Good condition. Phone 294-8774.
SEARS BEST TAPE RECORDER. 7" reel
solid state, 4 track stereo. $150. 2587810.
ELECTRIC Guitar - Harmony, 3 pick
up. Hollow body, beautiful shape, case
nc. $130. Call Mike aft. 10 p.m. 294.4301.
CLARINET - Bflat Bundy and stand.
. ’,..nt condition. $100 or make offer,
1.032.
HUMAN HAIR WIG: Dr. brown shoulder length. Head and case incl. Ex.
condition. $25. 287-3883.

M 10:30-11:30
WF 9:30-11:30
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Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
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HELP WANTED 14/
Phone
DESIGNERS WANTED. Established Saratoga Boutique, desires fashion design
ers to produce all in -vogue styles, If
you have the ability to create NEW and
DIFFERENT fashions. Call 867-2556 or
867.1054.
WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
mo. child two blocks from Campus. Call
286-4832.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
route. 30.50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
or pert time.

LITHE HEAVENLY BOGY WE’ WANT -ro 51LIDY TONITE 14 ONLY
V1516LE Fog i-rorzr Miziovr9 Of IlAtE."
No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 311 letters and spaces tot each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
’Inimum
Three lines
One day
3 lin*.
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount lor
each midibona! line

One day

Two days Three days Four days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
-3.25
- 3.75

...,
asu

.50

.50

CHECK
D
In Announcements (1)
E) Automotive (2)
1-1
U
sats (3)
1J

294-6414, Ext. 2465

Five days

2.40
2.50
-3.00
2.90
3.40- -3.50
3.904.00
.50

.50
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EDUCATION THROUGH cultural understanding is the
theme of the campaign being conducted by presidential
hopeful Juan Antu (center), candidate for treasurer
Dave Horiuchi (left) and vice presidental aspirant Frank
Kitchner. The Progressive Student Coalition (PSU) will
be on the ballot Tuesday and Wednesday in +he As-
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UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH ministers (14) Dennis Prescott, candidate for Associated Students (A.S.) treasurer,
John Prescott, A.S. presidential candidate and Marvin
Shumate, A.S. vice presidential candidate, signal their
desire for college and world peace. "Our program is a
pretty radical program," John Prescott, leader of the
Universal Life Party Ticket, admits. "We want to do

sociated Students general election, along with six
other executive office tickets. "We are posing a challenge to the student body to show good faith toward
the minority slate, to make a place for ethnic minorities
to learn and work within the governing framework of
this college," said Antu.

PSC Pledges Alleviation
Of ’Cultural Starvation’
(t’ontinued F’r

Page i i

student government. Aniu said that his administration
"plans to (tens atter-oil/II on the tepressive measure. and
attempt to have it revised or thrown out." Kitchner
called the document an "overt form of racism. Adrninistration interference in student goverrunent must stop,"
he said.
The PSC platform calls for a reduction of Associated
Student ’A.S.’ spending, in onier to lower tuition fees.
-We shall be reviewing the budget to determine the
possibility that some programs presently being ftuuled
ie. the A.S. might be capable of becoming self-suffi.
cient." said Antu. "Allocations would be made only to
those programs considered to he relevant to the students,
either than to activities and I mines."
Other point, in,luded in ti,, ,.,,,i’ platform included:

things with a little trust and understanding." Presidential
aspirant Prescott holds a "doctor of divinity" from the
Universal Life Church, Inc. His platform calls for better
living conditions for both SJS students and the general
community and a "re-examination" of current academic
curriculum.

’Universal’ Ticket Pushes
For Better Student Housing

Equal representation for foreign students:
Provision for the presentation of minority viewpoints;
Endorsement of a student legal defense fond;
Campus beautification program;
Curtailment of bureaucratic dehumanization of student government.
"With the degree of social crisis that exists on this
campus today," said Antu. "it would be irrational to
step back and elect a traditional government. We want
to learn, but we fc.el we have a lot to teach as well.
"In ixist elections, all candidates have elicited minority
support. PrOMiSeS were made, blit we received very
little. "Because we are minority students. we understand where the alienated factions of the student body
lic," Antu said. "Our ticket can best communivate with
the., .111,lents"

(Continued From Page 1)
"If necessary," says Duffy Prescott, 21 -year-old art
major and candidate for trea.surer, "I will boycott. And
I will set up picket lines."
The ULP also calls for credit abolishment of ROTC
elasses. "The ROTC has not filled the academie function of an educational institution," math major Shumate
believes.
"We also question the system that puts football ahead
of scholarship," John Prescott said. "The amount of
money we spend on just football uniforms alone can
send a lot of people to college."
Subsequently, Prescott supports both a Black studies
program, the New College and more EOP funding. "We
believe that anything undertaken with sincerity and
respect. oottpleti with understanding, is worthy of ac-

tion," the ULP policy statement reads. "Anything that
helps an individual or a gmup of people find their true
self can’t be disregarded as trivial."
Other educational reforms Prescott is calling for includes a new approach to a "re-extunination of our col.
lege curriculum." As their joint statement reads, "We
feel that the college community is quite capable of choosing courses and professors able to teach those courses."
The three, friends from Santa Clara High days, are
planning to start a Universal Life Church parish very
soon in the San Jose area. John Prescott has received
a church charter ftom Dr. Hensley’s Modesto headquarters.
"We would like the students to take an Interest in
themselves by taking an interest in our campaign,"
Prescott concluded

Daily Interviews Two A.S. Presidential Candidates
Revise Representation
For Good Government
(Continued From Page 1)
tew beads here and there, and people
were asking me what I was going to
do when I was elected, and I said I
WAS going to "put love out on the
campus," which isn’t a bad idea but
it’s not a political issue. And some
people took a second look at me . . .
and it became time that I realized it
was all for nought. The day Martin
Luther King Jr. was assassinated, I
just said forget it. That night I withdrew from the race.
Daily: You say your ticket, if elected,
will incorporate the educational problems of the school. Specifically, how?
Robertson: Specifically, by getting
right to the lowest level of the academic community, the department, and
moving along with the current swing
in this college toward decentralization.
We want to go into each department
and form amongst the majors what we
call department counsels, elected on a
proportional basis. They will send representatives to different department
conunittees, working on curriculum and
other academic problems. That’s where
each student’s "gut" level interest is,
within his own department.
DaIly: Would you have asked Student Council to freeze the Athletie Department’s fund over deficit spending ir
you had been A.S. president?
Robertson: I really don’t knmv. It’s
a difficult thing to put myself in their
place.
Daily: Do you agree with this type
of action?
Robertson: Under certain situations,
yes. It has political affects.
Rally: Do you agree with the type
of grandstand politics often used by
this year’s council?
Robertson: No, I don’t believe in
grandstand just for grandstand’s sake.
It makes no sense to make waves all
of the Wile,

s.

Daily: What affiliation did you have
with SUS at Foothill College?
Robertson: I organized the chapter
Daily: Why?
Robertson: It was my way of entering student activities. SDS then was
nothing like SDS now.
Daily: Would you join SDS as it is
on this campus now?
RIthertf4011: No.
Daily: Would you like to make a
final st atement ?
Robertaon: What we do promise is
that we will maintain a realistic attitude in student government. VVe will
recognize the political realities of the
community, of the legislature, and we
are going to take what we call a "new
direction" and be sure student government begins benefiting directly the
student of this campus.

SPie(o
Black Films
Three films, originally shown as part of the "Of Black America" tele\ ’,sin series, will be presented today at 1 p.m. in S141.
"Portrait in Black and White" and "Body and Soul Part I and Part II"
will examine the role of the Black man in American society, with special
emphasis on his contributiotts to sports and music.
The program is the second part of a film series being spon.sored by the
rommission for Inter-Cultural Education and Speech 196: "Prejudice and
Communication."

’Sing’ Canceled
"Sparta Sings," part ol the continuing Women’s Week activities, originally scheduled for 8:15 tonight, has been canceled. Tomorrow from 12 to
3 p.m., a carnival and street da.nce will be held on Seventh street, feattuing
all.girl rock band "Wild Honey."

Psychodrama
Sergio of the Human Institute will present a free psychoclrama tonight
at 8 o’clock in Allen Hall Lounge. The Experimental College event is open
to the college community .

Camping Film
"Where the Grass is Greener Still," a creative film interpretation of
, camping, will be shown today at 11 a.m. in PER 279. The show is open to
students anti faculty interested in camping, counseling, and outdoor or
;pecial education.
AittireP

Athletic Referendum
Will Be a Platform
(Continued From Page t)
ly regarding student involvement than
ha.s been done by this student administration?
Mho Alaimo: Student involvement
on various committees is absolutely
essential. We want to get. total involvement of all students on this campus regardless of the point of view
they represent.
Daily: Isn’t this a fairly unrealistic
goal?
Mhos Alaimo: No, I don’t believe that.
I believe this year students are going
to get involved, ask questions. They
want to know what and how and why
all these things are happening.
Daily: How much are you devoted
to minority people? Where do you
stand?
Mitie Alaimo: I’ve been working with
the Mexican -American Cur Tic u I um
Committee for about two months try-

IFIC Hosts Discussion for A.S. Hopefuls
(Conthmed From Page 1)

listened while A.S. Treasurer Dave
Aikman outlined his plans for student
government,
Speaking in a soft monotone that
contradicted the "haranguing radical"
tag other candidates have tried to stick
him with, Aikrnan stressed the accomplishments of the present administration and the groundwork that has been
laid for next semester.
Calling student government an "effective game that has led to effective
change," Aikman challenged the audience, "I intend to take a harder stand
than Dick Miner. I intend to ride the
system. We can go back, or we can
go on. The choice is yours."
A.S. Vice President Bill Langan fol-

lowed Aikman. Langan carefully disassoeiated himself from Miner administration proposals and moves that he
did not agree with, and outlined his
own platform consisting of three separate areas of concern
recreation,
communication and a restructuring of
student government,
Regarding recreation, Langan mentioned his desire to have a "warehouse" -type rock band area in the
College Union and possibly a "rathskeller" or coffee shop.
F’or student government, Langan
proposed that a second and third lxxly
be added and indicated he had already
dismissed the idea with Pres. Robert
D. Clark.
Last to speak was minority slate
candidate Juan AMU. Facing a diplo-

matically difficult problem, selling
Third World ideology to a predominantly Greek audience, Antu answered
the challenge with a challenge of his
own.
"I’m not going to talk about material things, because I’m tired of
hearing about them. I’m going to talk
about human resources and institutionalized racism," Antu announced.
Stating flatly that being a MexicanAmerican, he not only knew more
about the problem, but he was the
problem, Antu asked, "Do you trust
a Mexican -American or a Black to
educate you? That is the question."
The questirm and answer session was
highlighted by a heated exchange over
the qualifications necessary to be a
good A.S. treasurer.

The exchange began following a remark by candidate Robertson who said
he didn’t think it took a financial
analyst from II3M to handle the A.S.
treasurer’s job.
Ile was immediately challenged by
treasurer candidate Bob Kelley, on
McMaster’s ticket, who happens to be
on leave of absence from IBM.
Before the exchange was called to
a halt, five of the seven attending
presidential candidates and all treasurer candidates present had presented
their ideas on the subject.
Nothing seemed to be settled in this
first head-to-head confrontation, but
undoubtedly the groundwork has been
laid for the Oxford Union Debate tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. In Morris Dailey
AUditoriUM.

mg In get some of their prograins inn)
other departments. I believe the minorities have done a great deal kir
themselves. I’m not going to kid yoil
by saying I’m a White liberal. If thele
want me to help them, I’ll do everything that I can, but it’s not up tb
me to be God and decide what ways to
help thent It’s up to them to decide
in what ways I can help them and
then to tell me how. If I said I was
going to do this arid this and this for
the Chicanos and the Blacks they’d
laugh at me.
DaUy: You’ve spoken out against the
new Constitution a number of times.
If elected to office what exactly would
be your tactic in handling some of the
problems you see in the Constitution.
MINN Alaimo: Change it. It’s as simple as that. This Constitution ha.s a lot
of holes in it. There are lots of things
that are wrong with the Constitution.
Number one, I don’t like the ticket
idea. I just don’t like anybody playing
God. Number two, one of the other
tragedies that happened was that people just didn’t understand how many
people would represent the lower
division. There are only four ncnv, and
that cuts us down from eight to four.
I want it raised back to at least four
from every class. The individuals who
voted for the Constitution to be accepted have now realized that because
of the poor representation for the
lower division in particular, what a
mistake it wa.s to pass that particular
section of the Constitution. The section
of the Constitution that is very, very
good is the section on the JUdiciarY
I don’t think we’ll have to do anything
with that. There have to be revisions
on this new Constitution. The treasurer position should be apolitical.
Daily: Was there a need for your
job as executive secretary?
Mboi Alaimo: No, hut there was a
need for me.
Daily: Not for your job?
Miss Alaimo; Not particularly.

